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The slowest branch of Cybersecurity

Australia Card 1985-87

AU National Authentication Authority 

Proposal 1998

Identrus 1998-2002

Infocard 2006-11

UK National ID 2006-10

US NSTIC 2009-16

GOV.UK Verify 2011-18

AU TDIF 2016-now. 
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We have worked on digital identity and “trust” frameworks, since the dawn of e-commerce.  Progress in 

English speaking nations, with light touch regulatory traditions, has been slow.  In Australia, our ill-fated 

dalliance with national ID 35 years ago casts a long shadow.  It remains unreasonably difficult here to have 

any discussion of digital identity strategy or nation-scale models without arousing suspicions. 



Dave Birch

“We are getting nowhere 

on digital identity, while 

identity fraud continues to 

spiral out of control and we 

are drowning in fake news.”
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All we have is data!
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We naturally tend to make identity personal, but when it comes to digital

identity, all we have is data. I argue that digital identity and “trust” frameworks 

have sometimes been too complicated, and have muddied our thinking.  



Authentication

The means by which a receiver of an 

electronic transaction or message 

makes a decision to accept or reject 

that transaction or message.

APEC eSecurity Task Group 1997.
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A simpler way of framing the problem was agreed to by APEC, but 

then lost as “identity” became a popular and beguiling topic. 



1. What do you need to know?

2. Where will you get it?

3. How will you tell that it’s true?

The paragon of Authentication: Credit Cards

Credit Card Number

CP: Magnetic stripe … or chip 

CNP: Mail Order / Telephone (MOTO)

CP: Card security features

CNP: CCV.
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We can take the APEC definition and break it down into three basic 

questions, illustrated beautifully by the way credit cards work.



What’s hot in identity?

Verifiable Credentials: W3C VC, Hyperledger Aries

“Wallets” (key media): Hyperledger Indy

Decentralized Identifiers: W3C DID

IoT: FIDO, and e.g. Azure Sphere.

The common themes of fidelity & provenance run through all current work in 

digital identity standards and building blocks. The technologies allow users to 

tell where Verifiable Credentials have come from, and to be sure the credentials 

haven’t been altered in storage or in transit.  Credential metadata convey 

provenance; personal wallets protect private keys and the binding of credentials 

to holders (data subjects).  IoT devices and Oses are evolving with built-in keys 

and wallet-like capabilities to act as intelligent agents. 
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The evolution of data carriers

III. Provenance of device

II. Automation

Proof of possession

Provenance of data

IV. Transaction signing

V. Intelligence.

I. 

II. 

III. 

IV. 

V. 

I. Network Business Model
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The evolution of the Payment / Data Ecosystem
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The credit card industry can be seen 

as a sophisticated ecosystem that has 

grown on top of a foundational two-

sided network business model, where 

separate issuers and consumers of a 

special type of data – namely 

payment card details – participate 

under a globally consistent rule set, 

and are reimbursed. Let’s review how 

user experience and data types have 

evolved while the business model has 

remained consistent yet extensible. 



The evolution of the Payment / Data Ecosystem

Open loop transit
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“Closed loop” single purpose ticketing smartcards 

have been replaced by regular contactless credit 

cards, with public transport card readers acting as 

automatic merchant terminals. 



The evolution of the Payment / Data Ecosystem

Smart phone; wearables
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All sorts of personal devices can emulate chip 

cards, by leveraging the same sort of 

cryptographic hardware, with cardholder details 

being cloned into secure memory in mobile 

phones and wearables. The backend payment 

processing remains constant. 



The evolution of the Payment / Data Ecosystem
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In Australia the “HICAPS” system uses the credit card 

payment rails to convey a patient’s health insurance 

rebates for healthcare services. That is, the 

infostructure has been extended from carrying credit 

card holder data to insurance policy holder data. 

Health insurance rebates (AU HICAPS)



The evolution of the Payment / Data Ecosystem

Social security (AU BasicsCard).
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The Australian government has introduced Income 

Management to some social security recipients with 

payments made via the “Basics” debit card which is 

only useable at approved merchants’ terminals. 

Without judging the rights and wrongs of the policy, 

what matters for the purposes of this discussion is that 

the common payments infostructure can support these 

more complex and conditional data flows. 



The evolution of the Payment / Data Ecosystem

Credit cards 

Open loop transit

Smart phone, wearables

Health insurance rebates

Social security.

Age, licences, KYC, health IDs, qualifications, permits, visas …
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So the credit card ecosystem has steadily evolved into a rich array of user experiences while the same 

underlying network business model has remained in place, steady as a rock. Ancillary customer data like 

health insurance rebates and social security dues are also carried over the same rails now. The next frontier 

is general identity data or official personal information, which remains essentially paper-based or paper-like.



Data as crude oil

+ The lifeblood of the economy

+ Highly technical 

+ Largely unregulated  

+ Unevenly distributed

+ A new generation of magnates.
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It’s a contested metaphor but data does have 

a lot in common with crude oil. 



• Origin of the data

• Age (of the data)

• Intended purpose

• Ts & Cs

• Jurisdiction 

• Data carrier … 

Quality assay

Brent Blend - Summary Crude Oil Assay Report

                                                                                    

Source of Sample Light Hydrocarbon Analysis

                                                                                    

Reference: H2S* ppm wt -

Methane %wt 0.00

Name: Ethane %wt 0.01

Propane %wt 0.53

Origin: Isobutane %wt 0.33

n-Butane %wt 1.40

Sample Date: Isopentane %wt 0.95

n-Pentane %wt 1.50

Comments: Cyclopentane %wt 0.19

                                                          C6 paraffins %wt 2.70

                                                          C6 naphthenes %wt 1.90

                                                          Benzene %wt 0.52

                                                          *Dissolved in liquid

Brent Blend

North Sea - UK

M17BTB1

8/07/2016

https://www.bp.com/en/global/bp-global-energy-trading/features-and-updates/technical-downloads/crudes-assays.html
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To extend the metaphor in a new direction: if data is something of a raw material then we could be measuring its 

economically important properties, just as we assay crude oil. I don’t necessarily agree that individuals will expressly 

sell their own data – like prospectors of old – but I do say that as data starts to flow in more orderly and mission-critical 

ways, then its value, compliance and safety will be assured in keeping with objective metrics, and these should attach 

to information flows as metadata. 

https://www.bp.com/en/global/bp-global-energy-trading/features-and-updates/technical-downloads/crudes-assays.html


Data economy
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The digital identity industry has given us a standard architectural pattern for 

exchange of identity attributes between Issuers, Holders and Verifiers (aka 

Relying Parties). Many “holders” in future will be smart or connected things, 

exchanging all sorts of data, well beyond what we call “identity” today. 



Infostructure
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Within a network business model (much like the credit card industry’s) various issuers could 
vouch for and provision discrete pieces of known good data to a variety of “holders” (or data 
subjects) which in turn would present the data to verifiers. Information flows would be 
brokered through “infostructure” similar to that being standardised in the identity industry. 



Conclusion: Data as a utility

Identity: a special type of data!

Verifiable Claims converges with

Data Providers and 

Network Businesses

Infostructure for data as a utility

• reliability 

• quality

• value.
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